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Welcome, Augie!
Augie is a 4-month-old Goldendoodle & part of
PAWS'abilities (Partnering Animals with Service
Abilities), our Prison Puppy Raiser Program in
partnership with the Wyoming Department of
Correction (WDOC) Canine Training Program.
Augie was selected as a Hearing Dog Puppy in
Training as our trainers were drawn to his desire
to interact with them, eagerness to investigate
new sounds, quick problem solver, as well as
being an all around brave and smart little guy!
You may ask, what is prison life like for a puppy?
For the most part, our pups can be found
experiencing daily life at the side of their Master
Handler – going to classes, visiting recreation
spaces, attending group training, and occupying common areas. Even at night, the pup
remains close, sleeping in a crate in the Master Handler's room.
Who are Master Handlers? Master Handlers take the lead with puppies around eight weeks
old. Socialization is critical for our pups. Master Handlers provide puppies with consistency
and support them in a variety of socialization and novel experiences by bringing a pup with
them throughout their day. They live with, guide, and train the puppies daily in early learning
and provide positive experiences to build confidence, and learn manners. Over 10 to 12
months, as the pups grow and develop, the Master Handlers expose them to more
challenging situations, extend their socialization, train the pups to increasingly challenging
cues, and begin sound alert training. To become a Master Handler for one of IHDI's pups, an
inmate must meet rigorous criteria.
1. Be actively involved in the prisons canine training program for at least two years.
2. Have assumed the role of Master Handler within that program (i.e., providing training of new
inmate handlers).
3. Meet specific criteria in their behavioral history criteria.
4. Be willing and able to make a 12-to-15-month commitment.

Changing lives at both ends of the leash!
Give a gift in support of IHDI changing lives at both ends of the leash!

Trainer Talk Summer Saftey
Summer means fireworks, BBQs,
parties, and hot days by the pool.
While these activities are enjoyable to
most people, for dogs some of these
festivities are downright terrifying.
This month, in IHDI's Trainer Talk
segment, our trainers discussed
creating a safe & fun environment for
you & your dog this summer! We
normally think of fireworks as the
biggest threat in summer fun, but
other summertime activities can pose
a threat to your furry friends too. Be
thoughtful about the places and
events you bring your dog to, and remember that oftentimes the safest, kindest thing
you can do for your pet dog is leave him or her home in a secure, comfortable space
indoors. Barbecues and large gatherings can be intimidating to some dogs, especially
if there is loud music or crowds of kids and adults. Strangers coming into your dog's
space to pet or interact may make the dog uncomfortable and be overwhelming after a
short period of time. Not every dog is a social butterfly! Parties and cookouts also
come with dangerous foods your dog could get ahold of such as meat bones that can
crack and splinter, and corn cobs that can cause severe intestinal blockages. If you
are taking your dog to such an event, keep your dog tethered to you so you can keep
an eye out for potential dangers. Bring a pop up crate you can put your dog into if you
need a safe place for them to be. Be aware of hot temperatures on asphalt, and
always bring water and a bowl for your pup. If you aren't sure if the ground is too hot,
place the back of your hand firmly down against the ground for 5 seconds. If it isn't
uncomfortable for your hand, it should be ok for your dog's paws. Seek out shade as
much as possible!
If you're lucky enough to have access to a pool that is dog friendly, always supervise
your dog when they're swimming. Sometimes dogs get swimming and cannot find the
steps to exit, and will tire themselves out looking for a way out of the pool. Always
make sure they know where the exit is and help them find it if they lose their bearings.
You can purchase a life jacket for your furry pal as an extra precaution if they swim
regularly.
And lastly, fireworks. It seems that fireworks last well beyond the 4th of July
celebrations. Prepare yourself ahead of the big fireworks by purchasing some of your
dog's favorite treats and keep them on hand. If you have a basement, that can often
be the best place to hunker down and avoid some of the big booms. Turn on a fan, or
some music, or cue up your favorite movie so there is some other noise to focus on
besides fireworks. If your dog reacts to the sounds, try to distract them with some
treats or a toy. Support them but don't coddle them. We don't want to add any of our
own negative emotions to the situation. Ensure all tags are up to date with correct
contact information and that gates, fences and doors are secure. To our four-legged
friends fireworks can sound like the end of the world.
With all that in mind, have a happy and safe summer with your favorite dog(s)!!!

-Leah, IHDI Service Dog Trainer

Show off your Avalanche Spirit & Rally for IHDI!
If you're an Avalanche fan we bet your pet is too! Deck them out to celebrate the Stanley Cup
Champions, your Colorado Avalanche and give back to IHDI. IHDI is partnering with
GameTime Fundraisers to celebrate the Avalanches winning season! GameTime is offering
officially licensed Avalanche pet merchandise to make sure you and your pet can show off
your Avalanche spirit together! Plus IHDI will receive a $5 kickback from every item sold.

Colorado Avalanche Pet Gear

"Inside every
Service Dog beats
the Heart of a
Puppy Raiser"
If dictionaries came with photos, we
have a feeling this is what you would
find paired with the word "Heart". Puppy
raisers open their homes and their
hearts to teach a puppy the
fundamentals of basic manners and
house breaking, expose the puppy to
positive interactions and give them a
loving and enriching home during their puppy life. Being a puppy raiser is a long and
challenging commitment but the reward of giving someone their independence, confidence
and life back with a service dog that you raised is priceless -- along with memories like these!
Thank you, Stephanie & Warren, for everything you have provided Phoenix, IHDI & his future
handler!
Phoenix's Birthday Wish? That you would consider opening your heart & home as a lifechanging Puppy Raiser to a Puppy in Training.

Raise a Puppy, Change a Life

Cochlear Implant - Family Camp!
This past weekend, Pup-in-Training, Archie, and Heather, IHDI's Director of People and
Community, took a trip to the mountains to attend The Listen Foundation - Cochlear Implant
Family Camp in beautiful Estes Park!
Cochlear Implant Camp creates wonderful opportunities for families to share the success of
children from ages 3-18 years old who use cochlear implants. Camp offers a wide range of
activities, including parent education, family team building, nature walks, archery, axe
throwing, campfires, animal activities, and much more.
Archie and Heather were able to witness and take part in the camp’s goals of sharing
experiences, making connections, and building community. In addition, the day offered
varied training opportunities for Archie, from traveling to the event, to quietly “meeting”
campers from a distance, to settling during take down, and taking in the hustle and bustle of
a busy event center. Good job, Archie, and thank you to The Listen Foundation for inviting
IHDI!

Adopt me - Tulok
We're sure it's Tulok's good looks that
caught your eye, but this handsome boy has
so much more to offer! Tulok is a four year
old neutered male husky mix and weighs
about 52 lbs. He is friendly, enjoys petting,
can be mischievous, loves to vocalize, is
playful, enjoys brain games, and LOVES to
spend time outside.
If you're located in Colorado & looking for a
walking partner to share your life with and
are interested in this sweet and dapper
husky mix, fill out an application on our
website:

Career Change Tulok - Adopt me!

Prime Days are back!
When shopping Amazon Prime Day, be sure to choose International Hearing Dog as your
charitable organization of choice on AmazonSmile, and for every purchase made,
AmazonSmile will donate a portion to IHDI!

Shop Amazon Smile

www.hearingdog.org
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